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Abstract. This article deals with the synthesis of a ten-link tooth-lever 
differential transmission mechanism. The article contains an analytical 
review of modern scientific research on the synthesis of tooth-lever 
differential transmission mechanisms of roller machines with a variable 
center distance of the working shafts; a method for the synthesis of tooth-
lever differential transmission mechanisms of roller machines with a 
variable center distance of the working shafts described on the example of 
a ten-link tooth-lever differential transmission mechanism; the conditions 
for the synthesis of the mechanism given and substantiated when this 
mechanism is used in a roller machine; one of its working shafts has the 
ability to rotate about its own axis, and the second working shaft, in 
addition to rotation about its own axis, has the ability to move relative to 
the first working shaft along a line passing through the center the axes of 
rotation of both working shafts; the geometric synthesis of the tooth and 
lever contours of the mechanism, the dynamic synthesis of the mechanism, 
taking into account the angles of pressure between the lever link of the 
lever contour of the mechanism, which allows us to determine the optimal 
working position of the mechanism where the angles of pressure are within 
acceptable limits; the graphs of changes in the angles of pressure between 
the links of the lever contour of the mechanism, plotted depending on its 
position.  

1 Introduction  

Despite the widespread use of roller machines and the numerous studies of these machines 
conducted in recent years [1-9], roller transmission mechanisms of roller machines with 
variable center-to-center distances of the working shafts are studied insufficiently [10]. 
A roller transmission mechanism of roller machines with a variable center distance of the 
working shafts, transmitting torque from one working shaft to another, must provide, 
among other conditions, one basic condition - to ensure the rotation of the working shafts 
identical in value and in direction of the linear velocities of the contact point of these shafts 
with the processed material, both with a constant and changing center distance of the 
working shafts. However, many roller machines do not meet these conditions; this 
ultimately leads to deterioration in the processed material quality, sometimes to their 
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damage, and to a decrease in productivity and durability of the machines [11, 12]. This 
problem can be solved using tooth-lever differential transmission mechanisms (TLDTM). 
An analysis of the design and research on tooth-lever mechanisms shows that the authors 
mainly considered the synthesis of tooth-lever mechanisms, in which the periodic rotational 
motion of the input link was converted into a periodic rotational motion of the output link 
with a delay, or the periodic rotational motion of the input link was converted into a 
rotational motion of the output link at variable speed. The weak sides of the methods for the 
analysis and synthesis of tooth-lever mechanisms, especially when these mechanisms are 
used as roller transmission mechanisms for roll modules, were pointed out by numerous 
authors such as N.I. Levitsky, K.V. Frolov, V.S. Karelin and others [13-15].  
The authors of this study developed [16-20] and investigated [21, 22] a transmission 
mechanism that prevents the above disadvantages in roller machines. The article discusses 
the synthesis of a tooth-lever differential transmission mechanism with a parallelogram 
lever contour, in which the rotational motion of the input link is converted into a 
synchronous rotational motion of the driven link in the opposite direction, but without 
change in value when the center distance between the driving and driven gearwheels 
changes. 

2 Methods and Results   

In Figure 1 shows the design diagram of a roller pair with a developed TLDTM. 
From the kinematic and dynamic analysis of this mechanism, conducted earlier, it can be 
seen that in order to meet the main condition, when designing a two-roll module with the 
same diameters of work rollers, it is necessary [22-24]: 
a) The tooth contour of the toothed-lever mechanism should consist of four gearwheels if 

the gears have external mesh. 
b) The number of teeth of the gearwheels must be identical or pairwise identical in all 

wheels, two idle gears and a driven with a driving one. 
c) One of the lever-type contours of the tooth-lever mechanism must be a parallelogram. 
d) The second lever-type contour must be axial one. 
e) The mechanism must ensure a change in the center distance of the working shafts 

during the technological process by the value of 1W , and during the maintenance and 

repair work of the roller machine by the value of 2W . 
f) During the technological process, the angles of pressure between the lever links should 

be within the permissible range. 
g) The diameters of the tip circles of the driven and driving gears must be less than the 

minimum diameter of the working shafts to ensure the guaranteed pitch play between 
the teeth tips of the gearwheels. 

Let us conduct a synthesis of such a mechanism. 
We assume that it is necessary to design a roller machine with the diameters of the working 
shafts 

1в
D  and 

2в
D  with a change in the center distance during operation by the value of 

1W , and in the process of repair and maintenance work of the roller machine - by the value 

of 2W . Based on the above conditions, we can write: 

21 ввв DDD  ,                        (1) 

1max. WDAD вp  ,                        (2) 

вp DAD min.                                  (3) 
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2max. WDAD вn                                  (4) 

вn DAD min.                                   (5) 

21 aaa DDD  ,                        (6) 

 вa DD .                                  (7) 
 

 
Fig.1. Diagram of a roller pair with a TLDTM: 0 - frame work; 1, 2 - working shafts; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 - 
levers; 8, 9, 10, 11 - gearwheels 
 
where 

1в
D  and 

2вD  are the diameters of the driving and driven working shafts, 

respectively; max.pAD  and min.pAD   are the maximum and minimum center distances of 

the working shafts during the technological process; max.nAD  and min.nAD  are the 
maximum and minimum center distances of the working shafts during repair and 
maintenance work; 

1aD  and 
2aD  are the diameters of the tip circles of the driven and 

driving gearwheels; Δ is the guaranteed pitch play between the teeth tips of the driven and 
driving gearwheels. 
The reference point to the teeth tips of the driving and driven gearwheels at the beginning 
of the design was dictated by the fact that when the center distance of the working shafts 
changes, the levers supporting the intermediate wheels, experience a load from the inertial 
force, which depends on the mass and acceleration of the centers of rotation of these 
gearwheels. Therefore, at a large acceleration of the change in the center distance, it is 
advisable to take the geometric parameters of the driving and driven gearwheels as 
maximum as possible, and the diameters of the intermediate gearwheels as minimum as 
possible in the scheme allowing to provide the value of махnАD . . 
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With the maximum moment transmitted by the gearwheels, we determine the preliminary 
basic parameters of the gear transmission - the center distance of the gearwheels )( pa , the 

preliminary width of the gearwheels )( pв , the preliminary modulus of the tooth )( pm , 

the gear ratio ( u ), the coefficient of the width ( а ), and the angle of inclination of the 

tooth line (  ) assuming, that the driven and driving gears are in mesh [25]. 
The gear ratio u  is determined by dividing the total gear ratio by stages. In our case 1u , 
the width factor ( а ) is chosen according to the instructions given in [26]. 
Preliminary center distance is 

 
3

'2
)1(

a

aT

u
Kupa
N 











                      (8) 

where К = 315 for spur gear pairs;  N  is the permissible contact stress; '
aT  is the 

estimated moment; '''
NNDмахNNEp КKTRTT  ; махT  is the greatest moment of a 

normally operating technological process, the opening of cylindrical gears is used where the 
speed of the gearwheel is less than 1 m/s. 
The opening of cylindrical gears is narrow with a coefficient of width 2,01,0 а . The 

coefficients of durability NDK  and FDK  equal to one. The "+" sign is used for external 
mesh, the "-" sign for internal mesh. 
Then formula (8) takes the form, 
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2
3152 a

N
p
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                       (9) 

in this case, the load distribution factor NK  and the dynamic factor NDK  included in the 
formula (8) are considered equal to one. 
One of the features of open gears calculation is their intense wear. Therefore, they are made 
from normalized or heat-hardened steel. The permissible wear of open gears is up to 25% 
of the original thickness, in terms of the pitch circle. In this case, the bending strength is 
double less [26]. Therefore, the permissible stress is halved, therefore, formula (9) takes the 
form 

3 max88,33 max3,723
2

max
2

165
31522 TT

T
pа 






 

   (10) 

Therefore, the permissible contact stress  H  is determined as 

   
FS

F
FN


lim

                         (11) 

where  N  is the permissible bending stress; [ 
limF ] is the limit of long-term endurance 

of the limiting gearwheel; FS  is the safety factor. 

If the life factor is 1NAK , then the limiting gear is the driven gearwheel. 
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where  N  is the permissible bending stress; [ 
limF ] is the limit of long-term endurance 

of the limiting gearwheel; FS  is the safety factor. 

If the life factor is 1NAK , then the limiting gear is the driven gearwheel. 

With reversible operation, the permissible stress is multiplied by 0.8. For Steel 40, 
normalized by heat treatment the following values are taken: hardness (НВ 180 - 350) 
НВ=200, HBF 8.1lim  ; 75.1FS  [11]. 
Then we obtain 

3602008.1lim 
F МPа;   165

75,1
8.03608.0lim 
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Since the diameters of the teeth tips of the driven and driving gears are given, we can 
determine the preliminary pitch diameter of these gearwheels 

  pвp mDd 2 ,                      (13) 
we can also determine the preliminary number of teeth 

pm
pd

pZ  ,                              (14) 

The number of teeth pZ  is rounded down to a whole number Z  and the preliminary 

module of the tooth is determined as 

Z
d

m p
p  ,                        (15) 

from the table of modules, we take the final tooth module )(m . 
Next, we determine the final pitch diameter 

mZd  ,                         (16) 
the final tooth tip diameter and final guaranteed pitch play are 

mdDa 2 ,                 (17) 

aDDв  .                      (18) 
Consider the lever contours of the TLDTM. Figure 2 shows the design scheme for the 
synthesis of the lever contours of the developed TLDTM. 
When designing a mechanism, it is necessary to take into account a very important 
parameter - an angle of pressure that characterizes the condition for the transfer of forces 
and the operability of the mechanism. The maximum value of the angle of pressure must 
not exceed the permissible value, that is ][max add  . 
In the considered transmission mechanism (Figure 1), the lever part consists of two 
contours: 
1) Rocker-slider contour; 
2) Lever four-link unit (a parallelogram). 
In the first contour, the leading link is slider 7, and the driven link is rocker 5. When slider 
7 moves from the driving gear, the angle of pressure in the kinematic pair D  is в

76  (the 

angle between the force вP76  directed to link 6 from link 7 and the velocity vector в
DV  

directed along slider 7). When slider 7 moves to the driving gear, the angle of pressure is 
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н
76  (the angle between the force нP76  directed to link 6 from link 7 and the velocity vector 
н

DV  directed along slider 7). Between the links 6 and 5 in the kinematic pair C, the angles 

of pressure are в
64  and н

65 , respectively. The pressure angles between links 6 and 4 in the 

kinematic pair C, в
64  and н

64  completely coincide with the angles of pressure between 
links 6 and 5. 
 

 
Fig.2. Design diagram of the TLDTM lever contour: 0 - framework; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 - levers 
 

65646464   нв .                              (19) 
The design scheme shows that 

n
в н   767676 ,                                 (20) 

902656565  n
нв  ,                               (21) 

we can determine the angle of position of the mechanism 

2
9065



n .                                 (22) 

In the second contour, the leading link is lever 5, therefore, the angles of pressure in the 
kinematic pair C between links 5 and 4 are в

54  and н
54 , and in the kinematic pair B 

between links 4 and 3 they are в
43  and н

43 . The design diagram shows that: 

545454   нв ,                             (23) 

434343   нв ,                        (24) 
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between links 4 and 3 they are в
43  and н

43 . The design diagram shows that: 

545454   нв ,                             (23) 
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5443   ,                                (25) 

n  9043 ,                              (26) 
Hence, we can write 

4390   
n .     (27) 

Equating the right-hand sides of formulas (22) and (27), we can write 

4354 290    .     (28) 

From formulas (20), (22), (27) it is seen that an increase in angle n  leads, on the one 

hand, to a decrease in pressure angle 43 , and, on the other hand, to an increase in pressure 

angles 65  and 76 . In preliminary calculations, the mechanisms with rotational pairs only 

   6045  are considered, in the presence of translational kinematic pairs 

   4530  , therefore, 

   604576  ,                      (29) 

   453065  ,                      (30) 

   453043  .                      (31) 

Formulas (20), (21), and (26) satisfy conditions (29), (30), and (31) at  3045 n . 

Figure 3 shows graphs of changes in the angles of pressure 43 , 54 , 64v , 65 , 76  
depending on the angle of position φn of the mechanism. The actual change in the angle of 
position φn of the mechanism should be less than )3045(15   . It should be noted that 

the value of the permissible pressure angles  65  =  64  can be in the range from 

)30()45(    to )45()30(   , which corresponds to the angle of position from 
5,22  to 5,67  according to the formula (22). 

Let us proceed to the determination of the pitch radius )( nr  of the intermediate wheel 

at the angle of position of the mechanism 45n  and the value of the minimum angle of 

position of the mechanism  min.п  that satisfy the condition for changing the center 

distance in the working position )( 1W . 
From the design scheme (Fig. 1) we can write 

  nnnp rrrAD 2cos2 max.min.   ,                    (32) 

  nnnp rrrAD 2cos2 min.max.   ,                           (33) 

 dADp min. ,                                 (34) 

1min.max. WADAD pp  ,                                   (35) 
where r is the pitch radius of the driving and driven gears. 
From formula (32), taking into account formulas (33), (34), (35), we obtain 

22
2





rdrп ,     (36) 
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where nr  is the pitch radius of the intermediate wheels, which ensures 

min.pa ADD  at the angle of position of the mechanism 45n . 
Subtracting formula (32) from formula (33) and taking into account formulas (35) and 

(36), we can write 














)2(2
)2(2)22(arccos 1

min. d
dW

n                 (37) 

Substituting the given value of 1W  and the value d  from the formula (11) into the 

formula (37), min.n  is determined. If ]30[ min.min.
 nn  , then we make further 

calculations, if ]30[ min.min.
 nn  , then, increasing nZ  by one tooth, we re-

determine min.n , until the condition ]30[ min.min.
 nn   is met. 

After satisfying the condition, accepting the resulting nZ , we determine the final pitch 
diameter of the intermediate wheels 

mZd nn  .     (38) 
 

 
Fig. 3. Graphs of changes in angles of pressure 43v , 54v , 64v , 65v , 76v , depending on the angle of 
the position φn of the mechanism 

 
Next, we determine the length of the arms and the maximum value of the roller distance 
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Next, we determine the length of the arms and the maximum value of the roller distance 

2
n

CDAB

dd
ll


 ,                                      (39) 

nAACB dll
o
 ,                                    (40) 

2max. WDAD вn  ,                                       (41) 

DddW n  22 .                           (42) 
In the design of a transmission mechanism for roller machines with a low acceleration of 
the center of rotation of the driven working shaft, it is advisable to take the pitch diameters 
of all gearwheels equal to ndd  , considering the geometric parameters of the roller pair 
and the technological requirements, which is rational from economic and operational points 
of view. 

3 Conclusions 

a) An A method of geometric and dynamic synthesis of a tooth-lever differential 
transmission mechanism with a parallelogram lever contour was developed, applied to two-
roll modules with a variable center distance of the working shafts when the center of 
rotation of one of the working shafts moves along a straight line passing the centers of 
rotation of the roller pairs. 
b)  Formulas were derived for determining the angle of position of the mechanism, 

depending on the angles of pressure; the values of the angles of position of the links 
corresponding to the permissible values of the angles of pressure were determined. 
c)  Formulas were derived for determining the geometric parameters of the transmission 

mechanism, depending on the geometric parameters of a two-roll module and the 
technological requirement for the module, expressed by the value of the maximum change 
in the inter-roller distance during the technological process and during repair and 
maintenance work; and depending on the torque transferred by gearwheels, taking into 
account dynamic factors of rational angles of pressure of lever contours. 
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